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Tanya Rene PETTAYTanya Rene PETTAYTanya Rene PETTAYTanya Rene PETTAY     to: Susan Lamb 02/20/2013 01:17 PM

Cc:
Andrew CAYLEY, antaguisse, Arun Son, a.vercken.cetc, 
CHAN.Dararasmey, Chea.Leang, CHIFFERT.Mathilde, Dale Lysak, 

diablenoir, FERNANDEZ.Eleonor, Helen.sullivan6, Keith RAYNOR, 
Archive: This message is being viewed in an archive .

Dear Ms. Lamb,

We apologize for asking again, but in light of the parties' positions over the last few days and the 
questions asked by the Trial Chamber, might it be possible to postpone the deadline for these document 
objections? 

Without knowing the scope of trial, it is impossible to know whether to object to the documents based on  
relevancy (87(3)(a)).  Many of the documents in the OCP's Annex 21 do not appear to be relevant to the 
scope of the trial as it was defined in the Severance Order , but they might be relevant if the scope is 
expanded or if the case is tried as a whole. 

It would be more efficient for all if we can prepare our objections after we are informed of the scope , rather 
than submitting objections now and supplementing these objections after the Trial Chamber has decided  
the scope.

Thank you,

Tanya Pettay
Legal Consultant
Ieng Sary Defence Team
 

Susan Lamb 02/15/2013 01:40:22 PMDear Ms. Pettay, The Chamber is aware of the p...

From: Susan Lamb/UNAKRT
To: Tanya Rene PETTAY/UNAKRT@UNAKRT
Cc: Andrew CAYLEY/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, antaguisse@yahoo.fr, Arun Son/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 

a.vercken.cetc@gmail.com, CHAN.Dararasmey@eccc.gov.kh, Chea.Leang@eccc.gov.kh, 
CHIFFERT.Mathilde@eccc.gov.kh, Dale Lysak/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, diablenoir@wanadoo.fr, 
FERNANDEZ.Eleonor@eccc.gov.kh, Helen.sullivan6@gmail.com, Keith 
RAYNOR/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Marie CAPOTORTO/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, Matteo 
Crippa/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, michaelgkarnavas@gmail.com, Mosseny So/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
Natale.KatrinaMarie@eccc.gov.kh, NGORN.Rothna@eccc.gov.kh, Phalla 
Prum/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, PICH.Ang@eccc.gov.kh, Roger PHILLIPS/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
ROSENSWEIG.Joshua@eccc.gov.kh, Sam Onn KONG/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
Seng.Bunkheang@eccc.gov.kh, Sheherazade BOUARFA/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
SIMONNEAU-FORT.Elisabeth@eccc.gov.kh, Socheata Seng/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
SONG.Chorvoin@eccc.gov.kh, suzanatomanovic60@gmail.com, Tarik 
Abdulhak/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, tpettay@gmail.com, Udom Ang/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, 
VENG.Huot@eccc.gov.kh, Vincent De Wilde d'Estmael/UNAKRT@UNAKRT, vkoppe@bohler.eu, 
William Smith/UNAKRT@UNAKRT

Date: 02/15/2013 01:40 PM
Subject: Re: Request for extension of deadline for document objections

Dear Ms. Pettay,

The Chamber is aware of the possible consequences of last week 's SCC decision, but does not consider 
it to annul deadlines rendered in relation to phases of the trial that were at the time it was rendered  
completed or underway.
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We will therefore maintain all deadlines proposed to date , but will obviously issue supplementary ones in  
relation to any further documents or statements that may be sought in consequence of next week's 
hearings.

Best regards,
Susan

Susan Lamb
Senior Legal Officer, Trial Chamber, rm 418A
Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia/
United Nations Assistance to the Khmer Rouge Trials
UN VSAT: 165 6333
INTL via Cambodia + 855 23 219 814 extn 6333
INTL via Italy +39 0831 060 333 direct dial
CELL +855 (0)12 488 940
lamb@un.org

Tanya Rene PETTAY 15/02/2013 10:31:40 AMDear Ms. Lamb,  Please find attached a letter...
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